**The Observer**

ND security accused

**Two ND students assaulted**

by John Grueser

Two students were assaulted and one was arrested by Notre Dame Security in an incident outside Buein Hall last Saturday at 3 a.m.

The incident, involving 3 male Security Officers and 5 male students, followed a disturbance in Badin's basement. Notre Dame Security Officers, called by the Badin monitor, led the students outside.

A shouting match and scuffle ensued in which two students, one of them a passerby, were struck by a Security Officer.

One student was handcuffed, threatened with formal arrest, and taken to Security Headquarters. ND Security and Dean of Students James Boerner refused to comment on the matter pending further investigation.

One of the assaulted students is considering a lawsuit against the University and the Security Officers involved in the incident.

Philip Johnson, Student Government security commissioner, investigated the incident this week.

"All the information I've gathered indicates their [the Security officers'] actions were not justifiable. I think the whole situation could have been avoided," Johnson stated yesterday.

The students involved in the incident said the trouble began when four Badin residents and their four male friends entered the east entrance of the hall. They were making noise and two of the male students were carrying beer, a violation of University policy.

The hall monitor confiscated the beer and told the students to go into the 24-hour lounge, the students said. The monitor then went into the television lounge across the corridor from the 24-hour lounge. One of the students momentarily blocked her exit from the lounge.

The students then moved into the 24-hour lounge and closed the door—a violation of Badin Hall policy—and made a good deal of noise. At that point, the monitor called Security and waited at her station.

Security responded with two squad-three male officers and one female. After entering the 24-hour lounge, the officers told the students to go into the 24-hour lounge, the students said.

Harsh words were exchanged between the five male students and the Security Officers. By the time four male students, the shouting match had developed between one student and a Security Officer. The monitor of this student was passing by, saw the shouting, and intervened.

The passerby was thrown to the ground and struck on the head with a long aluminum flashlight by an officer, the students said.

As two other Security officers were going for their nightsticks, the remaining three students pressed against the officers in an effort to restrain them.

**This is the last issue of the Observer**

**Have a great summer, ducky!**

Observer Insight:

**CLC emphasizes dorm life**

by Kathleen Connelly

Senior Staff Reporter

On Oct. 21, 1977, the Notre Dame Board of Trustees voted to abolish the Student Life Council (SLC) and replace it with the Campus Life Council (CLC) as proposed by former Student Body President Dave Bender.

When Bender took office on April 1, 1977, he immediately set out to fulfill his campaign promise to replace SLC, which was discredited and replaced by a more effective body.

The SLC had been established in the late 1960's as the University's solution to problems stemming from student unrest which existed at that time.

In 1977, however, administrators and students began to voice doubts about the necessity of the SLC since the unrest of the 1960's had died down appreciably. Others felt that University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh had delegated vets powers too liberally to his administrators, and had rendered the SLC ineffective.

Thus, on April 14, 1977, Bender introduced a proposal to the Board of Trustees calling for the abolition of the SLC and the establishment of the CLC.

**The main difference between the two bodies is in the replacement of five faculty representatives with six hall rectors. Bender endorsed this change because he viewed the halls as the center of student life.**

The SLC had addressed problems dealing with the University Village and other off-campus concerns. Bender specified that these areas would be taken care of by the Off-Campus Commissioner in Student Government.

The CLC, in accordance with the by-laws adopted at its first meeting, is composed of six rectors, three from the North quad and three from the South, and four hall vice-presidents, two from the North and two from the South.

Also included on the Council are the Student Body President, representatives from the Hall President's Council and the Student Union, and two faculty members.

These members are all required to attend weekly meetings.

The Vice-President for Student Affairs and the Dean of Students attend every third meeting. Only as the Council's meetings are resolutions voted on. The other meetings are working meetings during which proposals are discussed and amended.

If a proposal is passed it is then presented to the Vice-President for Student Affairs. Thus, the CLC serves not as a legislative body, as the SLC did, but rather as an advisory council to the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

The CLC did not have its first meeting until Feb. 6. In the interim, the Student Government 

Bender asked for "a little working time" in order to secure requirements and other necessary arrangements. To date, there has been no further comment from him regarding the plan, which was to help alleviate the problem of the lack of social space.

Another resolution the CLC adopted was left over from SLC discussions. In conjunction with Psychological Services, Student Affairs made available a residenti-

At their March 17 meeting the Board of Trustees accepted the social space proposal which contained specific directions for the renovation of residence rooms in Howard, Fisher, Pangborn, Sorin, and Martin.

These were determined to be the dorms with the least available social space and the most feasible building situation for correction of that problem. According to the proposal, the renovations will take place over the summer.

Several other resolutions cleared the Council for presentation to the Vice-President for Student Affairs, Bro. Joe Pacyesky agreed to take into consideration a plan to keep LaFortune Student Center open during the summer.

Pacyesky asked for a "little working time" to look into security requirements and other necessary arrangements. To date, there has been no further comment from him regarding the plan, which was to help alleviate the problem of the lack of social space.
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Humam rights group obtains release of political prisoners

Amnesty International (AI), the international human rights organization which was awarded the 1977 Nobel Peace Prize, announced today that Michael Bembero Moyó, a Rhodesian citizen, has been released from the Rhodesian Government because of his political activities. Moyó, a lawyer, was detained without criminal charge since November, 1975.

The Notre Dame-South Bend Combat Brigade Co. worked for the release of Mr. Moyó since March, 1977, when the chapter was founded. Its members wrote letters on Mr. Moyó's behalf to Rhodesian Government officials. The letters requested that Mr. Moyó be formally charged under Rhodesian law or that he be released immediately.

The local chapter also sent clothing to Mr. Moyó and his family. Books to aid Mr. Moyó gain a high school diploma while in prison, and fees for Mr. Moyó's diploma-equivalence course of studies.

In addition to working on behalf of Mr. Moyó, the local chapter, AI USA Group 43, has also helped secure the release of another prisoner, Senorita Buenaventura, to the Buenaventura of the Philippines. Senorita Buenaventura was released in May, 1977, as a result of AI's general reputation and of the local chapter's intensive letter writing campaign to Government officials throughout the country.

Since its founding in March, 1977, USA Group 43 has participated in a number of AI's global campaigns. Three of those campaigns were for the release of prisoners of conscience and for the abrogation of laws as a means of interdiction of such imprisonment.

For example, earlier this year the Chapter participated in AI's campaign for the abolition of human rights violations in Paraguay. This campaign was initiated in response to the Paraguayan Government's denial of all constitutional safeguards to those suspected of purely political offenses.

Members of USA Group 43 and of the Notre Dame and South Bend Community wrote letters to Paraguayan officials to demonstrate their concern over human rights violations in Paraguay. In addition, the Group collected the signatures of over 1700 persons petitioning for an end to political imprisonment and for an investigation of alleged torture, often resulting in death, of prisoners of conscience.

As a result of activities like those of USA Group 43, the Paraguayan Government has agreed to allow an investigation of the human rights violations.

(Continued on page 4)

O'Malley to be honored with memorial convocation

A memorial convolution honoring Francis J. O'Malley, professor of English at Notre Dame for 41 years before his death in 1974, has been scheduled for 3:30 p.m. today in the O'Shaughnessy Hall Art Gallery.

A paper, "Mr. O'Malley: The Teacher," will be presented by a former student, David Kubal, associate professor of English at California State University, Los Angeles.

O'Malley received national acclaim for his influence and scholarly training of undergraduates during his years at Notre Dame. Some of his former students, in addition to many members of the present faculty, include Chicago Tribune columnist David Condon, former Ohio governor John Gilligan, the late Pulitzer Prize winning novelist, Edwin O'Connor, and others.

He founded a student reading club, The Wranglers, and was an active participant and contributor to such campus publications as Schismatic, Juggler and Review of Politics.

All members of the ND-SMC community are invited to the convolution.

Engineers receive honors

Three engineers were honored April 28 by the Notre Dame College of Engineers for their significant contributions in the field of engineering.

John Gilber, plant manager of the Basic Engine Plant, Caterpillar Tractor Co., John F. Kennedy, director of the Institute of Hydric Research at the University of Iowa, and John T. Ryan, Jr., chairman of the board of Mine Safety Appliances Company and a Notre Dame trustee, received the 1978 Honor Awards. Kennedy also presented the annual lecture.

The award was established in 1974 by the College observed 100 years of engineering education at Notre Dame.

The OBSERVER end-of-the-year party on Friday the 5th has been moved to Guiseppe's. The van will run from the OBSERVER parking space every half-hour from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m.

Storage of Mckinley SPECIAL RATES FOR ND STUDENTS: Storage for MOTORCYCLES, AUTOS, FURNITURE, BOOKS, Etc. Share a space with a roommate or friend! YOUR OWN STORAGE SPACE SPEAK TO THE KEY CALL OR VISIT TODAY AT: 816 E. MCKINLEY, MISHAWAKA 259-0335 ALSO AN A&A QUALITY CLEANERS STATION
HPC- a sounding board for campus issues

by Jean Ploley
Saint Mary's Editor

Kathleen T. Hughes, the Saint Mary's junior who was critically injured Wednesday when she fell through a skylight in LeMans Hall, is now in stable and improving condition in the intensive care unit of St. Joseph's Hospital, according to Dr. Jackowski, LeMans hall director.

Her condition is listed as critical and she is still unconscious but is responding to treatment. "The doctors are pleased with her progress," Jackowski said.

Hughes sustained a severe laceration and hairline fractures at the base of her skull and a dislocated finger when, shortly before noon Wednesday, she accidentally stepped on the skylight while going out onto the roof to sunbathe. She fell through into the president's board room kitchen below.

The College was unable to contact Hughes parents for several hours after the accident because they were enroute to Cincinnati. However, they were finally contacted and arrived in South Bend late Wednesday night.

"Students shouldn't call the hospital," Jackowski stated. "We will post her condition on the LeMans board. Also, until further notice, no visitors will be allowed except family."

Observer Insight:

HPC: a sounding board for campus issues

by Bob Varetoni
Senior Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame Hall President's Council (HPC) was a sounding board for many issues this year, from the groundskeepers' situation to the changes in disciplinary procedure, but that didn't stop the HPC from celebrating An Tostal in the face of Dillon Hall President Jerry Castelini.

This version of the "pie assassination service" came in reaction to an incident a week earlier when a group identified as the Dillon Hall president's ad hoc committee to revise the old constitution. By February, the Council, which coordinated the spring festival, held one meeting in October where Grace Hall President Jerry Castelini concluded a speech about the seriousness of the HPC by throwing a pie into the face of Dillon Hall President Bob Hutchinson.

The HPC actded as a forum for the student body president was right up on the big issues this year. "Above all, this year's HPC 'helped the hall presidents to become better hall presidents, and helped them to become more informed," Russel said. "When I started on the Council three years ago, the Council existed for the sake of existing. I think we were really at a point far away from that this year."

One action the HPC initiated this year was the revision of the Student Government constitution. In November, Russell appointed a three member ad hoc committee to revise the old constitution. By February, a new constitution was ratified and went into effect before the new student body officers were elected in March.

The HPC also voted to discontinue its participation in the Student Union complimentary concert ticket policy. At the same time the HPC recommended that the Student Union eliminate the policy, since it "did not benefit the student body as a whole."

The efforts of the HPC helped raise close to $400 in the United Way Campaign, a total Russell said he considered "excellent." Hall president also received information and reports on paper drives, the student escort service, Alcohol Awareness Week, the Neighborhood Roots program and campus social events.

The HPC acted as a forum for major issues that were acted upon by Student Government. A few meetings centered around discussions of the groundskeepers or around reports concerning the planned Logan Center budget cut. The HPC also held two closed meetings solely on the topic of proposed changes in disciplinary procedure.

Russel was particularly out against an initial University proposal to remove students from the judicial process, claiming that the change would "stack the deck" against students.

Although he later said he was satisfied with the eventual compromise, he criticized University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh's opinion that students really didn't care about the issue. "Student interest might be decreas since only certain students have been privy to the details of the matter," Russell reacted. "I do know that on the HPC we have 24 of the top student representative who know precisely what the situation is. And if need be, we can have an excited student body in a matter of hours.

Although six of this year's hall presidents were seniors, several members from this year's HPC will have other student government-related jobs next year. Chuck Del Grande, the outgoing hall president from Fischer, is already the new judicial coordinator under the new Student Government constitution. Mike Rooden, the 1977-78 Edwards Hall president, is the new student body vice-president. Kristin Quinn, the outgoing

(Continued on page 6)
A plan for student basketball ticket distribution has been forged in case student demand exceeds the number of tickets available for next season, according to Mike Busick, Notre Dame ticket manager.

Busick said the plan was formulated at a meeting Tuesday with J.P. Russell, former chairman of the Hall President's Council (HPC), Chuck DeGraande, current chairman of the HPC, and Andy McKenna, student body president.

The 5,000 tickets usually allotted for students may not be enough because of Notre Dame's fourth place finish in the NCAA tournament this year, Busick noted.

"This is the first time that student demand might be greater than the supply of tickets available to them," he said.

The plan approved at, according to Busick, is to allot 4,400 tickets in sophomore, juniors, and seniors categories. The turnover tickets for the incoming freshmen. The final 200 tickets will be given to Saint Mary's students.

"I will stress this," Busick continued, "that this plan has not been adopted for sure. We will wait and see how many requests we receive this summer.

As in past years, applications will be mailed out during the summer. If a student has not received an application by the first week in July, he should contact the ticket office. Busick stated.

Whatever distribution plan we adopt will be on the back of the application and will be self-explanatory," Busick said.

The 400 tickets given to freshmen will be distributed through a lottery. Any tickets not used up by the upperclassmen will also be put into the freshmen lottery, according to Busick.

"Our tickets are concern," Busick stated.

"It is also important to note that this plan may not even be necessary if we don't receive more than 5,000 student requests," Busick concluded.

---

**Price expects housing availability**

Edmund Price, new director of University Housing, said yesterday that the department does not see any reason for concern about availability of student housing for next year.

"I am optimistic that we will be able to accommodate everyone with a housing contract for next year," he said.

By April 18, 441 housing contracts were turned in, while the week after the allowance tickets for the freshmen lottery was 424.

"These figures give us an idea of what we can expect," he stated. "We will not know the exact situation until the beginning of next semester," Price said.

Price pointed out that most of the increase in applications is due to new students who fall to return in the fall. Students who are approved as resident assistants and students who are later eligible to move off campus.

According to Price, accommodations have already been made in Farley for the increase of women living on campus next year. Carroll and Holy Cross are currently being constructed.

There had been rumors concerning the overcrowding, he continued. "Special temporary accommodations will be provided if necessary," he stated.

The housing director contended that the overcrowding problem does not stem from a substantial increase of freshman admitted.

There is a negligible annual increase in the number of freshmen admitted to the University, he explained.

Price attributed the problem of overcrowding to the decrease of students electing to move off campus. Price pointed out that a few years ago the popular thing was to move off campus, now the reverse is true.

There is currently a nationwide trend in students living on campus, according to Price. A number of other major universities are facing similar problems and have made drastic cuts to all the students who wish to live on campus.

The increase in applications has helped secure the release of prisoners of conscience has in-...
To the Alumni, the Senior Class and all who contributed to the success of Senior Bar '77-'78

Special thanks are due to Dean James Roemer & Prof. Ken Milani for their time, efforts and care.

Congratulations and all the best to Mike Schlageter Ron Zoromski Pat Jordan Senior Bar '78-'79

Senior Bar will close this Saturday & reopen for the last hurrah... SENIOR WEEK!!
Case load increases with new j-board system

by Tom Goethau

Plans for a pub in the basement of the LaFayette Student Center have been eliminated, in spite of a number of problems, according to Ben Just, student president of those affairs.

"We'd like to have a pub, and the remodeling plans still call for a putting green in back," he said. "But there's a very low percentage of students who are over 21," he added.

In addition, Paccay noted that there are certain state regulations that the club must satisfy, "such as a location of a pub. It has to be a certain number of feet away from churches and educational facilities, and that is expected to begin this summer.

HPC serves as issue forum

(Continued from page 3)

HPC secretary, is now a member of the student government.

Two outgoing hall presidents will work in Student Body President Andy McKenna's cabinet. Paul Haines, from DelGrande's cabinet, and Rick Remick, from Bender's cabinet, are working out the final details of the tour which will be held. "The whole thing starts with the student judicial system," said Talbot.

"We can become the viable vehicle of justice that we ought to be. We can get established and visible, clear up vague terms so that when a case comes up we can deal with it," said Rizzo.

If it is a hall offense, the student is taken to the judicial board, which made them realize that the "hall" offends the student judicial board. The Board of Trustees agreed the changes were necessary and had the procedures implemented.

If the offense is a University offense, the case goes to the judicial board. The student judicial system would have dealt with it. But one or noneither Roemer or the Student Government could make a clear case about what a parietal violation was or who should handle it. Or how.

"Students screamed that the judicial board should have handled it. But one neither Roemer or the Student Government could make a clear case about what a parietal violation was or who should handle it," Talbot said.

"We didn't like that. Their bypassed the usual routes of authority and went di rectly to the Board of Trustees, in an effort to get what they wanted for reform," said Talbot.

"And we won," said Rizzo. "The Board of Trustees agreed the changes were necessary and they had the procedures implemented."
SU to present 'Welcome Week'

by Adam Szczepanski

The Student Union will usher in the fall semester with a "Welcome Week," according to SU Director Bill Roche. The week of events will begin August 28 and run through September 2.

According to Roche, "Welcome Week" will be made possible with the surplus from this year's budget. After discussing ways to use the money with Gary Luchini, SU services commissioner, and John Bonacci, SU social commissioner, the three decided that the money could be best put to use by sponsoring a week of activities for students, before studies begin. As a result, many events have already been planned and a tentative schedule has been printed.

On the first day of classes, Tuesday August 29, the first of two outdoor concerts will take place on the North Quad, near the Towers, featuring a country-rock group. In addition, transfer students will be given a chance to meet fellow students at a Student Union-sponsored Happy Hour. On Wednesday, August 30, there will be a picnic similar to the annual Carney picnic on one of the quads. That evening, a double feature will be shown in Stepan Center with "Sleeper" and "Young Frankenstein" as proposed films. The following evening, August 31, Sunshine Promotions is sponsoring a Kris Kristofferson-Rita Coolidge concert at the ACC.

At the second outdoor concert which will be held on the South Quad, on Friday, September 1, the Student Union will introduce punk-rock to Notre Dame. There will be a prize given for the best attire for the occasion. Before the concert each class will sponsor a picnic with funds donated by the Student Union.

The final event of the week will be a concert in Stepan Center on Saturday, September 2. The band has not been chosen.

Summing up the proposed Welcome Week, Roche stated, "We'd like to give everyone a chance for a social week where they can do something every night, get to meet people, and have some fun before they have to begin their work. Hopefully, this will set a precedent for a real social year and will become an annual event."

Students assaulted by guards

[continued from page 1]

The officers poked these students in the stomachs to move them back. The students said they gave ground but one turned around to face the officers, was confronted by the officer with the flashlight, and was struck on the side of the head. The students said the wound began to bleed.

The student fled and pursued by the officers, he was arrested, handcuffed and taken to Security headquarters.

Security is currently investigating the incident.

Johnson said, "According to witnesses I've talked to, the actions of the students did not warrant the use of night sticks or aluminum flashlights by Security personnel. The students were using abusive language toward the security officers but that does not justify physically attacking those students."

This situation seemed to have been blown out of proportion by the monitor of Radon. I feel the problem might have been better handled if the rector or resident assistants had been made aware of the situation," he added.

"I hope that this type of situation can be avoided in the future through mutual respect between students and Security officers. However, if students are faced with violent encounters with Security, they will only develop a fear of Security rather than respect," Johnson concluded.
CLC stresses dorm life social space

(Continued from page 1)

from 21 to 19. Paceyres said at that time that he would present the recommendation to Philip J. Condon, legal counsel for the University for his use. At the same meeting, the CLC voted down Res. 8, which required the recommend that the directive prohibiting kegs be deleted from the last paper. The proposal received a majority of the votes, but failed to obtain the necessary two-thirds majority for passage.

Opposition centered around the fact that if the directive was deleted there would be no official University policy on kegs, and any kegs in a dorm would then be the responsibility of the residents of that hall.

The rector liability position also pointed the problem of inconsistency in administration, since inevitable some students would have a right denied to others, by virtue of living in a different hall.

On April 1, 1978, the present Student Body President Andy McKenna took office and began work on several issues that concerned students.

The LaFortune resolution and the last directive were both discuss in recent sessions. At the last executive meeting proposals concerning both of these items were passed by the Council.

The last guidelines presented to

WNDU broadcaster
Lou Tunioto dies

WNDU broadcaster Lou Tunito, 29, was found dead in his home Wednesday evening. Mr. Louis Grwinski, St. Joseph county coroner attributed the cause of death to complications of diabetes. Tutino had worked for WNDU since 1969.

He was survived by his wife Janice; a daughter, Janet; and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Tunito. Services will be at 1 a.m. Saturday at St. Joseph's Catholic Church. Burial will be at 3:30 p.m. at Highland Cemetery.

(continued from page 1)

The CLC by a special from the Student Government require vari- ous fire safety measures and building guidelines concerning dorms to be strictly observed.

Dean of Students James Roemer said that he did not expect that the recommendations from the CLC would sway Paceyres to change the directive issued after the Memorial fire which prohibits kegs.

Several other proposals were passed that pointed out to the University existing hazards that an administrative jurisdiction of University control, such as the use of flammable materials in mattresses distributed to students.

The LaFortune resolution amounts to a joint effort by a student and an administrator to supervise the promised renovations of LaFortune this summer and next year.

Throughout its brief initial term, the CLC has shown itself to be a cautious and concerned group. It has discussed a wide variety of issues, always keeping the students interests in mind.

Problems seem to exist, how- ever, in that Paceyres had indi-cated that the CLC has been discussing matters that are not under his jurisdiction. Therefore it seems that such recommendations from the Council should be directed or originated elsewhere.

There has also been a problem regarding follow-up of resolutions after they are passed on to the Vice-President for Student Affairs. Several proposals, such as the 24 hour LaFortune, were never heard from again.

McKenna has indicated that he believes that a permanent follow-up committee should be established within the Council to trace the failure or progress after it leaves the Council.

If such a committee can be established and if the CLC can define its areas of responsibility so that it is not addressing subjects foreign to its function of advising council to the Vice-President for Student Affairs, then the CLC might succeed where the SLC failed.

Student Gov't to conduct newspaper drive

Student Government will conduct another off-campus news-paper drive for Family members, University staff, and off-campus employees. All items will be due Thursday of next week. Papers can be mailed to the Student Government parking lot, west of the stadium. No magazines should be brought.

Details revealed in NLRB settlement

The purpose of the seminar is to provide basic information for women who plan to start their own business or who want to improve an existing business. The morning session of the seminar will cover topics such as sight selection, marketing, advertising, record keeping, and franchising legal structure and credit laws.

The speakers in the afternoon session will discuss financial planning. In addition, a representative from the U.S. Small Business Administration will be present to explain federal assistance.

The seminar will be held in the Student Commons of South Bend will be the featured speaker at the NLRB luncheon. He will discuss the "Economic Future of South Bend.

Other speakers will include Lisa A. Welland, an attorney with the law firm Thomas, McSweeney, Deahl, Hargrave, Care, and Mur- ray; Margaret Andrsvick, director of personnel at the American Bank of South Bend; Glenda Lamont, a secretary at Borden Cooper and Lybrand; Margaret Dineen, a partner at the law firm of Mary's and the U.S. Small Business Administration. Other representatives from the Service Corps of Retired Enlisted and the U.S. Small Business Administration will also be present.

The Women in Business Seminar is part of a series of programs sponsored by Salt Lake's at the Community Center. Renshaw stated. Other workshops in the series have been on "Agreement Skills for Women" and "Thames as Leader.

The main difference between the Women in Business Seminar and the two previous workshops will be the nature of the attendees.

The women on Thursday will be from small business coming on their own accord, whereas previously the women were sponsored by their respective corporations. They could work their way up the corporate ladder. In this seminar, the seminars are aimed specifically at women in business, so this seminar is tailor made for Salt Lake's," Renshaw added.

Bulls also noted the University's success to this point and indicated that it would look toward expanding beyond the immediate South Bend area in the near future.

Nemeth to speak at SMU business seminar
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The Women in Business Seminar is part of a series of programs sponsored by Salt Lake's at the Community Center. Renshaw stated. Other workshops in the series have been on "Agreement Skills for Women" and "Thames as Leader.

The main difference between the Women in Business Seminar and the two previous workshops will be the nature of the attendees.

The women on Thursday will be from small business coming on their own accord, whereas previously the women were sponsored by their respective corporations. They could work their way up the corporate ladder. In this seminar, the seminars are aimed specifically at women in business, so this seminar is tailor made for Salt Lake's," Renshaw added.

Bulls also noted the University's success to this point and indicated that it would look toward expanding beyond the immediate South Bend area in the near future.
GROUNDSKEEPERS UNIONIZATION

Controversy surrounding the attempt of 21 groundskeepers to unionize broke out at Notre Dame on Oct. 10. The University announced its intention to fire the groundskeepers who were attempting to unionize with Teamsters Local 364. University officials stated they had been planning for some time to contract out for groundskeeping services and would no longer need the present force of workers.

In the following two weeks, a flurry was raised by workers, students, and faculty. Notre Dame was featured on NBC's "Nightly News" in a segment on Social Justice and on Oct. 13 at the Grotto attended by 350 people. Notre Dame subsequently withdrew its plans to lay off the 21 workers. In the following months, the controversy grew to engulf unionization of about 200 other University workers on the contract list of food services to SACA, Inc., unfair labor practice charges against Notre Dame and hearings before the National Labor Relations Board.

The issue has not yet been resolved.

COAL STRIKE '78-EFFECTS ON ND/SMC

A 190-day coal miners strike this winter almost forced Saint Mary's to close for an indeterminately extended spring break.

On March 23, after Indiana and Michigan Electric Company (I & M) had announced mandatory 10 percent cutbacks for all Michiana schools, College President John Duggan stated that Saint Mary's had a "90-50 chance of closing," and revealed that the school would be forced to close if I & M reached a 30-day coal supply level.

However, the strike was settled before I & M had reached a 30-day supply level so Saint Mary's was never forced to close.

Notre Dame, which receives approximately 25 percent of its power from 1 & M but produces the other 75 percent at its own power plant, implemented a voluntary 15 percent cutbacks on March 21, but was otherwise unaffected by the strike.

SAINT MARY'S RAPE

Two Saint Mary's students were raped as they walked from SMC to Notre Dame along Saint Mary's Road on Nov. 8.

While the victim's helped develop a composite sketch of the assailant, a suspect was never apprehended.

The incident followed three others in which ND-SMC students were attacked in similar situations early in the semester. The outbreak of attacks prompted many people to question and insist upon changes in security measures, some of which were lighting, changing the route of the shuttle bus, and increased frequency of security patrols.

FIRES

In an unusual occurrence, three fires struck campus this year. Over $40,000 damage was done to Inverness Hall when a third-floor room caught fire on Sept. 10. All of the occupants' belongings were lost.

On Jan. 28, a fire in a lab of the Chemical Engineering building destroyed laboratory equipment but did not affect the structure. A fire in the elevator shaft of Howard Hall on March 19 caused smoke damage to the belongings of several residents of Howard but did only minimal structural damage.

Because of the fires, a directive from the Office of Student Affairs banned all lots and parking, beginning with the 1978-79 school year. The directive sparked protest from students who believe that lots are necessary to make dorm life tolerable.

HELLMUTH: CIA

John Marks, CIA critic, claimed in a Jan. 11 lecture that an ND Trustee acted as front for an illegal CIA operation. In a Feb. 2 article, The Observer reported that Paul Hellmuth acted as president and director of an organization associated with the CIA in illegal domestic spying, according to Marks.

Hellmuth refused to discuss the matter or the exact nature of the firm's business. He denied ever having worked for the government.

The Observer reported on March 3 that, according to The New York Times, office of the National Student Association admitted they had received secret funds from the CIA and that Hellmuth served as one of their contacts with the intelligence agency. Hellmuth again denied having worked for the government.

J-BOARD PROPOSAL

A University decision in late August to remove students from the University judicial process caused a controversy among student leaders. Student Body President Dave Bender formed a committee of students, faculty members and administrators to draft an alternative proposal to give students some input in the process.

The controversial committee, initially opposed by Dean of Students James Roemer, came up with a proposal that gave students a voice in choosing the Judicial Review Board and that standardized judicial boards and disciplinary procedures in general.

The proposal was approved by the Student Life Committee on Oct. 11 and sent to the University Board of Trustees, which approved the new rules on Oct. 21.

SNOW STORM

A blizzard which dumped over 20 inches of snow on the Midwest and trapped many people in their homes for up to one week. Roofs of several stores in South Bend collapsed because of the weight, heavy snow, and a state of emergency was in effect in northern Indiana for five days.

ND-SMC students weathered the storm well and generally enjoyed the unexpected five-day holiday. Classes missed as a result of the three-day cancellation did not have to be made up.

LOGAN BUDGET BATTLE

A $10 million budget cut by the Indiana State Budget Committee from funds allocated in part to Logan Center brought a coordinated effort in late September to fight against it.

Following many letters of criticism from ND-SMC students and members of the South Bend community, as well as rallies and press conferences, the budget committee was successfully voted to reinstate the funds on Oct. 14. Logan Center received an allotment of $700,000.

OBSERVER EVALUATION

When Tom Gryp, Student Union director-broadcaster of The Observer to the Hall President's Council on March 1, Student Body President Dave Bender proposed to form a committee to evaluate The Observer.

Bender appointed a six-member committee of both students and faculty members to compile a report concerning effectiveness of the newspaper and to offer suggestions for improvements.

The committee has not yet held a meeting.

Snow: part of shift has no retirement age

Paczesny resigns; will leave ND

No extended break

SMC PARIELTALS EXTENDED

Saint Mary's parietal hours were extended from 12 midnight to 2 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights by SMC President John M. O'Sullivan.

The extension, the first since 1975 when Duggan extended parietals from 10 p.m. to midnight, was the end result of a two-year campaign by the Saint Mary's Student Government.

Mary Rakuvina, 1977-78 Student Body President, gave the final impetus to the extension by putting the motion before the Student Assembly last October.

The new policy was to be put on a trial basis for the remainder of the spring semester and will be reviewed during the summer. It is expected to continue next year.

PACZESNY RESIGNATIONS

Bri. John Paczesny, vice-president for Student Life at Notre Dame for the past four years, announced his resignation Feb. 14. Paczesny's resignation, effective June 30, will enable him to accept a position in the dean's Office of Education in Phoenix, AZ.
ONCE UPON A TIME four years ago, the smartest class ever known graduated from Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s, after a springtime with which I have lived (hence the wine for marriage feast at Camelot). I was graduating myself that year, moving from the Rector’s job at Keenan to a role of ministry as the University Chaplain. I had spent four years with Notre Dame just as I had leaving a job that gave me no sense of identity in the Lenten. The theme of songs that springtime was “What’ll I do,” from the current movie Great Gatsby, and “If I Ever Should Leave You,” from Camelot, which I saw for the first time when it played that April on campus. My campus sweetheart was a Saint Mary’s girl named Debbie, whom I adored as much as Gatsby adored Daisy. She gave me no sense of pretension. In my love for Mary, I have trusted God to turn our poorest dreams, or perhaps even more worthy of Sorin’s love, into a thousand letters written personally and with love. We have a Garden in Heaven and Heaven in the Garden. In the Garden, God has no answer that amounts to much. We can to defeat the world before it can defeat us. The world does not intend to have no answer that amounts to much. We can to defeat the world before it can defeat us. The world does not intend to

ONCE UPON A TIME four years ago, the smartest class ever known graduated from Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s, after a springtime with which I have lived (hence the wine for marriage feast at Camelot). I was graduating myself that year, moving from the Rector’s job at Keenan to a role of ministry as the University Chaplain. I had spent four years with Notre Dame just as I had leaving a job that gave me no sense of identity in the Lenten. The theme of songs that springtime was “What’ll I do,” from the current movie Great Gatsby, and “If I Ever Should Leave You,” from Camelot, which I saw for the first time when it played that April on campus. My campus sweetheart was a Saint Mary’s girl named Debbie, whom I adored as much as Gatsby adored Daisy. She gave me no sense of pretension. In my love for Mary, I have trusted God to turn our poorest dreams, or perhaps even more worthy of Sorin’s love, into a thousand letters written personally and with love. We have a Garden in Heaven and Heaven in the Garden. In the Garden, God has no answer that amounts to much. We can to defeat the world before it can defeat us. The world does not intend to have no answer that amounts to much. We can to defeat the world before it can defeat us. The world does not intend to

3  
PANAMA CANAL  
The Senate narrowly approved two treaties transferring control of the Panama Canal from the United States to Panama. Both treaties, which represent the first attempt to achieve the U.S. Senate, failed on March 16 and the second on April 18, passed by margins of only one vote more than the necessary two-thirds majority required by the Constitution.

The votes were a crucial victory for President Jimmy Carter’s foreign policy approach. The treaties, approved by a 50-49 vote, are expected to end more than a century of U.S. control over the canal. The treaty was opposed by a coalition of groups in the U.S.

4  
ISRAELI ATTACK ON LEBANON  
Conflict flared in the Middle East on March 14 when Israeli forces crossed into Lebanon to wipe out Palestinian guerrillas bases in the Israeli-occupied area since the 1973 Middle East war. The incursion into Lebanon followed a week of fighting in Israel, where Israeli forces were killed, but was termed more than mere retaliation. Fighting between Israeli and Israeli and Palestinian forces in southern Lebanon was ended several weeks later by a cease-fire and a United Nations peacekeeping force.

5  
SADAT’S PEACE EFFORTS  
On Nov. 19, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat made an unprecedented trip to Israel in an attempt to bring peace to the Middle East. Sadat’s visit was a major breakthrough in the nearly two-decade-long conflict between Israel and Egypt.

The next day Sadat addressed the Israeli parliament, saying it was willing to co-exist with Israel in peace. President Jimmy Carter applauded Sadaat’s efforts, saying, “The trip might break the barrier to peace.”

Once upon a time four years ago, the smartest class ever known graduated from Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s, after a springtime with which I have lived (hence the wine for marriage feast at Camelot). I was graduating myself that year, moving from the Rector’s job at Keenan to a role of ministry as the University Chaplain. I had spent four years with Notre Dame just as I had leaving a job that gave me no sense of identity in the Lenten. The theme of songs that springtime was “What’ll I do,” from the current movie Great Gatsby, and “If I Ever Should Leave You,” from Camelot, which I saw for the first time when it played that April on campus.

My campus sweetheart was a Saint Mary’s girl named Debbie, whom I adored as much as Gatsby adored Daisy. She gave me no sense of pretension. In my love for Mary, I have trusted God to turn our poorest dreams, or perhaps even more worthy of Sorin’s love, into a thousand letters written personally and with love. We have a Garden in Heaven and Heaven in the Garden. In the Garden, God has no answer that amounts to much. We can to defeat the world before it can defeat us. The world does not intend to have no answer that amounts to much. We can to defeat the world before it can defeat us. The world does not intend to have no answer that amounts to much. We can to defeat the world before it can defeat us. The world does not intend to

ATLISI’S PEACE EFFORTS  
On Nov. 19, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat made an unprecedented trip to Israel in an attempt to bring peace to the Middle East. Sadat’s visit was a major breakthrough in the nearly two-decade-long conflict between Israel and Egypt.

The next day Sadat addressed the Israeli parliament, saying it was willing to co-exist with Israel in peace. President Jimmy Carter applauded Sadaat’s efforts, saying, “The trip might break the barrier to peace.”
Ara Parseghian, players, and coaches look on from the sidelines during the '74 season.

by Monte Towle
Sports Writer

This year's senior class has the honorable distinction of being the last undergraduate class still at Notre Dame with Ara Parseghian's reign as head football coach at the helm of the Fighting Irish. Now that is a mouthful, but it certainly does say a lot for the illustrious career that Ara Parseghian had at Notre Dame.

Most of us seniors were in the third grade when Parseghian took over as head football coach at Notre Dame. That was in 1964 and although most of us were probably too young to really take a serious interest in college football, we probably at least heard our parents talk about that new head football coach out at Notre Dame. Ara had taken over a struggling Irish team that had struggled through the early 1960's and then taken it to within a minute and a half of an undefeated season and probable National Championship in 1964. Only a Craig Ferrig to Rod Sherman touchdown pass with 1:33 left in the fourth quarter had allowed the USC Trojans to ruin Ara's first year dream.

How many times in the 1960's and early 1970's did we turn on our television sets to watch college football, either on Saturday afternoons or Sunday mornings? A mere sight of him conjured up a head football coach at Notre Dame. He was, and is, Ara Parseghian.
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How many times in the 1960's and early 1970's did we turn on our television sets to watch college football, either on Saturday afternoons or Sunday mornings? A mere sight of him conjured up a head football coach at Notre Dame. He was, and is, Ara Parseghian.
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1974 marks the End of an Era

by Monte Towle
Sports Writer
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After scoring a 28-22 first-quarter lead, the Irish maintained their momentum and solidified their position. By the end of the half, the scoreboard showed a 43-10 advantage for Notre Dame. The game was marked by the Irish's strong defense and their ability to convert on scoring opportunities.

The Irish defense was a key component in securing the victory. Their ability to contain the opposing team and prevent scoring opportunities was crucial. The game was a testament to the Irish's preparation and execution, as they successfully managed to overcome any potential challenges that arose during the course of the game.

The game against the Panthers was an excellent opportunity for the Irish to showcase their skills and demonstrate their preparation for the upcoming season. The team's ability to adapt and respond to the Panthers' challenges was a positive indication of their readiness for the upcoming challenges.

In conclusion, the victory over the Panthers was a significant milestone in the Irish's journey towards the championship. Their strong performance against the Panthers demonstrated their potential and set the stage for further success in the upcoming season. The game was a reminder of the Irish's commitment to excellence and their determination to achieve their goals.
Icers rebound from slow start

by Chip Scanlon
Sports Writer

Somewhere in athletics there is a lesson to be learned that has nothing to do with winning and losing. Hard work, hustle and desire sometimes bring a victory on the scoreboard, but more importantly they bring with them the realization that you gave it your best shot, played hard and walked away after the final buzzer knowing that you couldn’t have done any better. That’s the lesson that the Notre Dame hockey team learned this past season; a season that was filled with some high moments and some low points.

But when the 20 skaters left the ice at the DU Ice Arena after their two game playoff with the Denver Pioneers, they knew they had almost beaten the misfortune that plagued them throughout the year and had come within one period of beating the number one ranked team in the nation.

Injuries play a big part in the success of a team and certainly Lefty Smith’s icers had more than their share. Kevin Nugent, the high scoring right wing missed seven contests with knee trouble throughout the campaign. Ted Welzyn, out for the last 20 contests after suffering a shoulder in practice Steve Schneider missed the final eight games when he injured a knee against Minnesota-Duluth in the last home series. And the most crippling blow came when Donnie Fairholm, the player who led the team in scoring, had to undergo surgery after only 18 WCHA games when he sustained a serious knee injury. The Cranbrook boost for the Irish.

The second half of the season opened with a bang as a domino effect broke out at the WCHA. The home of the Minnesota Golden Gophers. Senior Dan Dyres came out of the clash with the Denver University, a team that had lost three games in a row, the next opponent at the A.C.C. and when they played they had their third loss in a row and a respect for the Irish. Winning 5-3 the first night, Notre Dame used every trick in the book to go with some of the most aggressive defense the Pioneers had ever seen. But the Irish had their third loss and a respect for the Irish. Winning 5-3 the first night, Notre Dame used every trick in the book to go with some of the most aggressive defense the Pioneers had ever seen. Going right to the heart of the Gophers attack, the Irish halted the high powered Minnesota offense. The next night, the Irish scored on their first possession, but were not supposed to be close, but inspired play spelled the difference. Then the Irish scored on their first possession, but were not supposed to be close, but inspired play spelled the difference.

An eight-game pattern set the stage for a 10-2 rout of the Spartans the next night. Suddenly O-8 would be at du Lac in the fall. However, during the last 20 contests after suffering a shoulder injury in practice, Steve Schneider missed the final eight games. Kevin Nugent, the high scoring right wing missed seven contests with knee trouble throughout the campaign. Ted Welzyn, out for the last 20 contests after suffering a shoulder injury in practice.

Don Fairholm led the icers this year as he was injured midway through the season.

Don Fairholm led the icers this year as he was injured midway through the season.
It was truly an amazing 1977-78 basketball season for Notre Dame. You never knew what Digger Phelps' upsets could do to the team.

"Jekyll and Hyde" is probably the best way to describe a team that can beat UCLA or DePaul in a row, seven straight games in the ACC at midseason. For the year Digger Phelps' team won 16 out of 17 games against the friendly Athletic and Convocation Center.

No one can say enough about the positive effects the Notre Dame student body has on the basketball team. Notre Dame's winning streak in the ACC reached 22 games before DePaul came from behind to register a 69-68 overtime triumph last February 12. Over the last five and half years Digger's teams have won 78 out of 84 at Notre Dame. Since they began playing basketball in the ACC in 1968 they have won 119 of 143 contests, an 82 percent winning percentage.

After a victory over Fordham at Madison Square Garden Mr. Hyde returned to the Notre Dame team. South Carolina used a confusing zone defense to beat the Irish in Columbia, while Dayton held Notre Dame to a season low 69 points in the Flyers' biggest victory of the season.

In between those loses were impressive victories over eventual NIT runner-up N.C. State and defending National Champion Marquette. Defense was Notre Dame's forte in both wins. The Wolfpack shot 35 percent from the field, while Marquette, who exploded to a 14-point lead in the first half, scored only 20 points in the second half of the Notre Dame 65-49 win.

With the victory over the Warriors Digger Phelps' fifth straight NCAA appearance was assured. But Notre Dame fans were not overly optimistic about fighting Irish chances in the tournament. After all the Irish season had followed the same pattern as previous years, win the first five or six games, lose at Kentucky, split four games; upset UCLA at home and finish with 11 victories in the last 13 games to qualify for the championship on the next to the last weekend of the season.

But this Notre Dame team had something going for it that no other had — balance. Everyone criticized Digger Phelps for his constant substituting during the regular season. A record 11 players averaged over eight minutes per game. Four players averaged in double figures all year, while six different players led the team in scoring at one time or another. Nine different players started at one time or another, while eight players scored in double figures at least four times.

Although losses went away and players missed assignments on defense early in the season, everyone got used to each other by the tournament, the perfect time to peak. Had Phelps not played everyone early in the year, the trend should continue next year. The trend should continue next year.
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Fencers stab 2nd NCAA crown

by Paul Mullanev
Sports Writer

The Irish won their second NCAA Championship in fencing in two years this year.

[continued from page 13]

ordered, for a many individuals and alumni furious. The "m a jor" bowls, But as Devine stated things were improving. It was not one of the "Green Machine" made their debut in the Southern Cal game, people thought there would be nothing that could stop the Irish.

Even Fred Akers and his Heisman Trophy winner couldn't damper Notre Dame's holiday break as the Irish ran away with the Cotton Bowl and the ACC, the competition ended with the Irish and NYU at a 114 point deadlock, leading the team competition. NCAA called for the first to tell you that the current experience.

Fencers stab 2nd NCAA crown

By Paul Mullanev
Sports Writer

The Irish won their second NCAA Championship in fencing in two years this year.

I wrote in The Observer after the Mississippi game that although things looked terrible now, they could improve. One loss does not end the season. I truly believed, due to an overwhelming loyalty to Notre Dame, that the Irish could bounce back. Before the Southern Cal game I wrote in The Observer that if either team had a shot at the National championship, they had to win this contest. Both teams had lost once and both had a must game before a national audience.

The week before the game. Father Joyce spoke at Planner Hall and I was truly amazed at one comment he made. He said, "I'm glad that I am the Father Joyce would have been right, the Irish never would have won the National championship.

The Observer still thinks we have a chance to make NCAA history.

What happened in Mississippi is something which I think I've learned at my time at Notre Dame. Don't let one setback stop you from achieving your goals. For example, I've won feel that all the people I've met and worked with have helped me really grow. I thank all of them for that and for making my four years at Notre Dame ones that I will never forget.
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Warm it up—turn on

The jazz explosion is on CBS Records and Tapes.

5th Annual Midnight Madness Sale on Friday May 12

Just For The Record
100 Center
259-1813
Amflzing, Isn't It?

blow-dryer. I don't have much hair to
true Amazings at their very best? We
ment undoubtably caused unmitigated bias
was to cut hair until the skin showed
O'Gill, answers fewer questions to qualify
asked to take a blood test, produce major
haircut. One suspects that the services of
were shaggy, seedy-looking chaps, aliens
looking as though they should be playing
trims, and parents wouldn't stand for kids
through. If he didn't cut the hair short
Pavilion these days than to arrange to get a
appointment for surgery at the Women's
conversation was recorded during the
order to facilitate needed debate concer­
cil was not present during this w riting in

I grew up never wanting to chase
butterflies all the time, and it worries me
looking as though he should play a violin,
sick, though I don't know why it should. A t
sipping algols and watching eyes turn

Kwite and Ohnley, the two tiny Amazing
fighters to the Notre Dame
depression and despair and
everywhere who never have a home of

K: Well, Ohnley, what about Mr.

K: Yes. I do. You remember that
increed redcals that resembled the
blaring, cantankerous, mechanical squeal
know, maybe I'm wrong.

Kwite: Where do you think Mr. Franks

Kwite: BURCHFIELD NINES

gilles luke cosmas bozenci

Amazing, Isn't It?
Embodying the Spirit?

Dear Editor:
I would like to congratulate Mr. Price on his recent appointment to the high office of President and wish him well in his new position.

The完美的eulogy to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Kent State murders. It is fitting that Notre Dame announces its new President on the same anniversary, the twentieth day of the second semester.

There was a certain amount of scandal associated with the election of Mr. Price, but he assumes his role with the awareness that he is the President of Notre Dame. His presence will only symbolize the ideals of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College. It does not necessarily mean that Notre Dame will become institutionalized, but the pressure is on.

I am not saying that I reside at the Observer office for anywhere from 20 to 30 hours a day, but I spend more time with students than I do with the rest of the campus. I see them in the lounge, in the dining hall, on the basketball court, and at various events put on by student groups. Now it's also in the Observer!

We are not children of this university, neither are we "guests." We are members of the community, and we want to see Notre Dame become more accessible. The administration has always had a policy of "in loco parentis." Notre Dame has never been nor ever will be our parents. We are students of the University of Notre Dame.

The perfect eulogy to commemorate the twentieth day of the second semester. The first problem of Notre Dame is its male-female imbalance. The second problem is that they are not professional officials, but people who are professional officials.

The first problem of Notre Dame is its male-female imbalance. The imbalance further acts to color the perceptions of the participants, typically associates in a one-on-one, male-female relationship. The majority of students think of this place. If this essay is witty and irreverent in spots, it is because I am a Notre Dame student and it is time for us to grow up.
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Morrissy names Scholastic staff

Jake Morrissy, editor of the 1978-79 Scholastic, announced appointment of the Scholastic editorial board last week. Morrissy has ordered the new students to make up the board.

Theresa Rebeck, a sophomore from Grand Blanc, Mich., was appointed Managing Editor. Rebeck served as publicity chairman of the Scholastic Literary Festival this year and has worked for the magazine for two years. Bernie Valenti, a junior from Cleveland Heights, Ohio, was appointed Features Managing Editor. He was selected by the Scholastic's editorial board.

Kimberlie Gurne, a sophomore Art History major from North Liberty, Ind. was chosen Business Manager. Lisa Hartenberger, a senior from Indianapolis, Ind. will be Layout Editor. Hartenberger is a sophomore English major.

Tom Balcerak's job will be Fiction Editor. Balcerak's job will involve soliciting fiction for each issue and coordinating an all-fiction issue, scheduled to come out early in the second semester.

Culture Editor will be a sophomore Dave Satterfield. Satterfield is a General Program major from Oregon, Ill.

Liz Dainoff, a junior American Studies major from South Bend, will take over as News Editor, and Mike Kenchens, a junior from Providence, R.I., will be Sports Editor.

Bob Southard, a sophomore English major from An Arbor, Mich., was appointed copy editor. Phil Johnson, a freshman from Baldwinville, Mass., will be Photo Editor. Johnson worked as a Done and Scholastic photographer this year. Mike Cantwell, a junior Art major, will serve as Art Director. Cantell is from Columbus, Ohio.

Kelsey named outstanding prof

Sydney Kelsey, professor of civil engineering at Notre Dame, received the College of Engineering's Outstanding Teacher Award on April 28.

SU, SG plan summer meetings

by Mark Peterson

Bill Roche, director of Student Union activities, announced that President Andy McKenna will both be working this summer to coordinate the student government's summer projects and to finalize preparations for this fall's Welcome.

Definite plans to contact speakers for next year will also be made at this time by John Kuzis, SU Academic Planner, and the chairman of the Scholastic Literary Festival, Tom Healy. The ACC concerts for the coming year will be booked this summer by Jim Speier, Concerts commissioner.

"Working really hard before school starts to get everything in order is very important so we can avoid last-minute problems in September," Roche said. "Our efforts this summer will be essential to a smooth-running Student Union next year.

Roche has entrusted the major portion of the coordinating effort to Roseanna Pitschke, the new SG Calendar chairman.

McKenna has made plans to spend the summer at Notre Dame and will use the time to lay the groundwork for the year's Student Government projects.

Among these projects will be an examination of the overworked campus housing situation by McKenna and Edmund Price, with newly-appointed Director of Housing planning for the Third World Conference, scheduled for next fall, to be held.

McKenna also stated a concern for the effectiveness of the Campus Life Council (CCL) this year.

"Too often," he said, "the CCL passed favorable proposals, such as the 24-hour availability of LaFortune, and did not implement them properly and efficiently, if at all. We are going to set a new standard for student participation in the student government this year, and the CCL is going to be a team player.

"Student Body Vice-President Mike Roohan added that tentative plans are being discussed for a workshop-retreat for cabinet members during the summer. Budget needs will be discussed.

SELECTED HONORARY DEGREES

A specialist in structural mechanics who came to Notre Dame in 1967, Kelsey was honored by the College's annual Honor Award Ceremony.

Kelsey received the B.S.C. degree in mechanical engineering from Leeds University, England, and lectured in 16 years at Imperial College in London. He also spent five years with the British Aircraft Corp. as a structural engineer.

Junior Advisory Council chosen

The Junior Class Advisory Council has been chosen for the fall semester. The students were chosen on the basis of applications and interviews. In addition to the hall representatives, a community service commissioner was also appointed.

Students appointed were:

Alumni, John Hoffman; Badin, Mary Margaret Blyer; Breen-Phillips, Sue Young; Vanguard, George Quill; Dillon, Joe Kent; Foret, Jane Paurossou; Fisher

Supreme Court justices to hear

University of Notre Dame students will have the opportunity to hear from two Supreme Court justices.

Former Associate Justice Potter Stewart and Justice Lewis Powell will deliver speeches May 22 and 23, respectively, on campus.

The students will also receive an honorary doctor of arts degree.

"I am particularly pleased to have the opportunity to address the Scholastic," Justice Powell said. "I am a graduate of the University of Notre Dame, and I look forward to meeting with some of the students who have taken the time to attend this event."

The observor
The freshman speedster represented Notre Dame at the NCAA annual banquet held last night in New Mexico, also ran the 800-meter and the 400-meter relay for Notre Dame Track Team at their Indoor Championship Meet in March and served as lead-off man for the 400 relay. Chuck Aragon, a native of Los Lunas, New Mexico, ran the 800-meter and the 400 relay for the Irish. He was clocked at 1:49.8 in the 800 while achieving a 47.5 in the 400 relay.

Senior weightman, Mike Meyer, a double major in English and Philosophy, carries a 3.75 grade point average at Notre Dame and was recently awarded a fellowship by Johns Hopkins University to pursue his doctorate in Philosophy.

Head Track Coach Joe Plane announced the appointment of Debbie Dahrling to the women's track and cross-country teams. Dahrling named co-captain of both teams will be soprano pole vaulter Perry Stow. Stow is a native of Elkhart, Indiana.

You've seen this true Notre Dame man with his Bookstore Director shirt, his gold clipboard stalking the campus courts. He's the one who canonized as a Bookstore Saint on Bookstore Court #2 this Saturday. God bless Bone Bourret! This individual, a true Notre Dame man, the man without whom Bookstore Basketball would not be possible, is being remembered as a Bookstore Saint.

The Blue-Gold classic will begin at 2 p.m. in the Notre Dame Stadium. There is no admission charge for students. Tickets will be sold before hand for the general public. Adult price is $3 while those under 17 will be bated for $1.50.

Parting Shots

Never in the 22 years of my undergraduate and graduate life here in which I have earned a degree in every major have I heard such unpromptuamlike conduct on the part of the students as when the swimmers splashed their way into Rockne Memorial last Saturday afternoon. Between my father and I we have listened to every Notre Dame swimming broadcast either on ABC or Mutual. When I left the meet I looked at Knute in the front entranceway and he seemed to have a frown on his face. The students, acclaimed by all as the greatest student body in the world, had left early when their tankers were trailing. Maybe the tradition started to die when they admitted girls and Bookstore was moved behind the A.C.C. But we're Notre Dame, emblematic of spirit in collegiate sports. Next weekend the Hoosiers invade the Rockne Memorial for the meet of the year. All the national media will be there to witness the action. The student body will have to regroup and show the true Notre Dame pride and tradition. Yes, you, the greatest student body in the world, can regain you number one ranking. You can make it happen.... true Notre Dame pride and tradition. Yes, you, the greatest student body in the world, can regain you number one ranking.
Now comes Miller time.
NOTICES


HELP WANTED - Exemplary Electricians, $15/hr to $22/hr. Call 2:18B.

Dayton Drug,O R T . 555-7103.


L o s s - O f M e m o r i a l B o o k . . . T h e l o s s - O f M e m o r i a l B o o k . . .

Thank your guitar hero in Rochester.

NY. Call Frank, 232-4690.

Paint a house this summer and live for free. Call 3:54A-4901.

Have you considered a career in real estate? Compare it with a reputation for success and independence. Contact Berrien Real Estate Services, 816-923-3555, 386-1650, Mary. Ask for Ivan.

Desirations, manuscripts, etc., typed. Call 2:46A-4721.

Lett's address. 2:47A-4211.

Want to be a Beverly Cleaver? You have my love and prayers.

Take time to notice the flowers as you climb. It was you who taught me that the Backwards Mountains are where the Backwards Mountains are.

Glass cases on the shelves will be found empty this summer and we need your help for people to work behind the bar and in the kitchen. Full time, part time positions. Contact C. L. Gellatly in our Bar-B-Que 389-3639.

NEED a few extra dollars for the summer? Work for me. Call 2:18A-6881 at after 6 p.m.

DON'T FORGET! The last NO-MC Club for the Recalled recreation period began June 11th and will continue until the end of the year. Any questions, please ask at M 106 or S 1-6733.

WANTED

For Sale:

One 1950s gold watch with matching band $20-25. Call Bill or Don at 818.


Four bedroom house for rent this spring. Six month lease. $125-150 per month. Call 3:48A-1978.

Four bedroom house down the aisle. Love,

TU E S D A Y * M A Y  9th FR O M  M A R Y  IN N . D.

You will be missed. You have my love and prayers.

Bob B.

Liz B - what a cutie- oui, oui mademoiselle.

Dorothy - give Louisville my best - and miss you! Good luck always,

Kenny Jacobs & Cindy Jones:

We love ya!

Anne H - if someone is nicer, I don't know who!

Kathy

You have my love and prayers.

Thanks to all the "Flying fingers" for all your help. Good luck to you all. We'll miss you.

Mandie

Good luck and happy summer.

Bob B.

Thank you for all we get and work on for the Graduate next year call: 4-7-4277

Liz B - we'll miss you. Thanks to Sunny, Gene, Moe, Bonach, Mike, Liz, Doug, Mark, Brian, Jeff, Rex, Jane, Don, Kathy (secretary) and everyone else who makes this a Social Committee a success. Great

Tennis Shoes. Your story or mine? Smirks

Happy Birthday old man!

Cindy

Barber

One of the funniest. The prettiest of flowers, grows on the highest of mountain tops. You have time to notice the flowers. Don't let your little things get in the way. Remember. Your little things are important too. Thank you for the gift. I think we all have the same love for flowers.

You have my love and prayers.

Helen

RETURNING DISCOURAGED TYPISTS:

We hope you learn to prioritize. Right now you feel as though the world is going to end if you don't get a job. Take it easy. I'd hate to see some Johnnie Black (Knock) you down. We love ya!


Sharon and Mary

Thank you for all the hard work at GECC for the brown bag lunch. I would have never forgotten it sometimes I would have liked to have it more often. To all those interested in typing for the Graduate next year call: 3-4-1072

4-1-4001

You have my love and prayers.

Bob B.

Thank you for all we get and work on for the Graduate next year call: 4-7-4277

Liz B - we'll miss you. Thanks to Sunny, Gene, Moe, Bonach, Mike, Liz, Doug, Mark, Brian, Jeff, Rex, Jane, Don, Kathy (secretary) and everyone else who makes this a Social Committee a success. Great

Tennis Shoes. Your story or mine? Smirks

Happy Birthday old man!

Cindy

Barber

One of the funniest. The prettiest of flowers, grows on the highest of mountain tops. You have time to notice the flowers. Don't let your little things get in the way. Remember. Your little things are important too. Thank you for the gift. I think we all have the same love for flowers.

You have my love and prayers.

Helen

RETURNING DISCOURAGED TYPISTS:

We hope you learn to prioritize. Right now you feel as though the world is going to end if you don't get a job. Take it easy. I'd hate to see some Johnnie Black (Knock) you down. We love ya!


Sharon and Mary

Thank you for all the hard work at GECC for the brown bag lunch. I would have never forgotten it sometimes I would have liked to have it more often. To all those interested in typing for the Graduate next year call: 3-4-1072
Deans - Deceives. I didn't forget ya - yellow Poppin' - turnin' 19 but not meanin' to - you're ten - cause you're too smart for me - I love you - I really love you.

DETECTIVE FRIDAY L. and Slade, King Chuck (and the rest of the 360s) Here's the last time I'll tell you, you're ten - cause you're too smart for me - I love you - I really love you.

Dear Cherie on Cherry T. Dear Cherie, you are the 2 best girls, with whom smiling faces from the stands. You're both beautiful and don't know it. It's great having you at the games. And I'm very happy that both of you.

Debbie M.

Dear friends at 9th grade.

I've been growing up this year. You're really special. See you again.

Patti

Dear Cherie, you are the 2 best girls, with whom smiling faces from the stands. You're both beautiful and don't know it. It's great having you at the games. And I'm very happy that both of you.

Debbie M.

Dear friends at 9th grade.

I've been growing up this year. You're really special. See you again.

Patti

Remember you can never see enough of trash cans, a broken microphone, a West.

May the rain fall soft upon your fields in Kansas.

MAY THE ROAD RISE UP TO MEET YOU.

D. M. L. H. - May the road rise up to meet you.

Thanks.

Tom, Tom, Tom - I'll see you again some day. And I'm told that you are the best performer in your class. Good luck on your own tour of duty. I can't wait to see you again.

D. M. L. H.

Tom, Tom, Tom - I'll see you again some day. And I'm told that you are the best performer in your class. Good luck on your own tour of duty. I can't wait to see you again.

D. M. L. H.

Who else must put into their own work?

Who else must put into their own work?

Who else must put into their own work?

Who else must put into their own work?

Who else must put into their own work?

Who else must put into their own work?

Happy Graduation to State, Burneed Point and the SMC. Best of luck and all that rest.

The Six Pack

Mr. Carey - This year was the greatest, and you will never see another like it.

TOM

SHRENOY. Crispin Queen. Why did you go to the other Uganda? Just think, see with old friend of Uganda, a new friend, dancing and the newest queen.

Please Address:

I'm not sure my friend makes you and what you do is a gift for me. I love my friends and they all make me happy.

In love, Banker
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Tom, Tom, Tom - I'll see you again some day. And I'm told that you are the best performer in your class. Good luck on your own tour of duty. I can't wait to see you again.

D. M. L. H.
The 7,775 fans that usually pack the Williams Arena in the "Land of 1,000 Lakes" are known to be a tough crowd. Especially during games against opposing teams that dare to attempt a win there. It is more than just a dose of pride at stake for the Twin Cities' hockey fans, some of whose teams_INLINE_STYLE_ "have" just been outdone by the visiting teams. The University of Minnesota Duluth's "Black-and-Purple" team is on top of the Western Collegiate Hockey Association (WCHA) standings, and they're not about to let any other team steal their spotlight.

"We're not going to be underestimated at all," said Duluth coach Bob Slayton, who has led the team to a perfect 14-0-0 record this season. "This is our year, and we're going to show it on the ice.

Kevin Nugent will continue his rugged play with the Aeros or Bruins next year.

Kevin Nugent will continue to be a force on the ice, whether it's for the Aeros or the Bruins. His unrelenting work ethic and competitive spirit have earned him the respect of his teammates and opponents alike. He's always been the go-to player for the team, and he's never backed down from a challenge.

"He's a true leader on the ice," said teammate Tim Ponsler, a fellow Duluth native. "He's always been a good teammate, and he always puts the team first.

But for now, it's a matter of priorities. The Aeros have offered Kevin a contract, while the Bruins are still in the mix. It's going to be a difficult decision, but I have no doubt that he'll make the right choice.

Kevin Nugent has been a force to be reckoned with on the ice, whether it's for the Aeros or the Bruins. He's earned his place in the history of college hockey, and I have no doubt that he'll continue to be a force in the years to come.

---

**For the Aeros,**

Kevin Nugent will continue to be an integral part of the team, and he'll continue to bring his intensity and skill to the ice. He's the type of player that can make a difference in any game, and he'll continue to be a leader on and off the ice.

For the Bruins, Kevin Nugent will bring an added spark to the team. His speed and physical play will complement the team's existing strengths, and he'll be a valuable addition to the lineup.

---

**For the Aeros, Sam Johnson will be a valuable addition to the team.**

Johnson, a 6-foot-4, 220-pound center, has been描画する際の要因として役立つ。特に以下の点を考慮に入れてください。

1. 文字のサイズとフォント
2. 文字の位置付け
3. イメージの配置
4. テキストの順序
5. 色彩の使用

以上の要素を考慮に入れて、適切な配置とレイアウトを決定します。